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wait for the congress of the Soviets is a childish play with formalities, a disgraceful play with formalities, a betrayal of the revolution.'7 On October 10 Lenin attended in disguise a meeting of the central committee of the Bolshevik Party held in Petrograd. Twelve of the twenty-one members were present. After a discussion lasting for nearly ten hours, the committee approved, by a vote of 10 to 2, Lenin's clumsily worded resolution declaring that "armed insurrection is inevitable and [the time for it] fully ripe." Party agencies were directed "to discuss and approach" all practical issues from that standpoint. The resolution gave the following reasons for the momentous decision: the international situation (mutiny in the German navy, manifest progress of "the world socialist revolution in the whole of Europe/' threat of a peace between the imperialists in order to strangle the Russian revolution); the military situation ("the unquestionable determination of the Russian bourgeoisie and Kerensky" to surrender Petrograd to the Germans); the formation of the Bolshevik majorities in the Soviets; peasant uprisings and the shift of popular confidence towards the Bolsheviks; and, finally, "the indubitable preparation of a second 'Korni-lov movement'" (withdrawal of revolutionary troops from Petrograd, sending of Cossacks to the capital). Of these reasons only three (not unimportant ones)—control of the leading Soviets by the Bolsheviks, intensification of the agrarian revolution, and the popularity of Bolshevik slogans with the masses—had any foundation in facts.
The two members who voted against the resolution were Zinovev and Kamenev, Lenin's political associates of long standing. The meeting of October 10 elected a political bureau of seven members, including Lenin, Trotsky, Zinovev, Kamenev, and Stalin. The political bureau, however, did not meet in October and had no part in organizing the insurrection. Kamenev, Zinovev, Lunacharsky, and several other prominent Bolsheviks continued openly to oppose the policy adopted by the central committee and had numerous adherents among the rank and file of the party. Party discipline and organization were still notoriously loose. Lenin, disgusted with the lukewarmness of the central committee towards the insurrection (prior to October 10), tendered his resignation from that body; Kamenev, too, offered his resignation, but because he disagreed with the decision of October 10, Although Kamenev's resignation was formally accepted, both he and Lenin, as,well,as Zinovev, remained members of the central committee.

